Aliette de Bodard - House of Shattered Wings (402 p)
The Fallen are angels thrown from Heaven to crash on
the Earth, where they have set up the Great Houses and
continued the war amongst themselves. Paris has
survived the Great Houses War - just. Its streets are
lined with haunted ruins, Notre-Dame is a burnt-out
shell, and the Seine runs black with ashes and rubble.
Yet life continues among the wreckage. The citizens
continue to live, love, fight and survive in their wartorn city, and The Great Houses still vie for dominion
over the once grand capital.
House Silverspires, previously the leader of those
power games, lies in disarray. Its magic is ailing; its
founder, Morningstar, has been missing for decades;
and now something from the shadows stalks its people
inside their very own walls.
Within the House, three very different people must come together: a naive but
powerful Fallen, a alchemist with a self-destructive addiction, and a resentful young
man wielding spells from the Far East. They may be Silverspires’ salvation. They
may be the architects of its last, irreversible fall.

Elizabeth Bear - Dust (342 pages)
On a broken ship orbiting a doomed sun, dwellers have
grown complacent with their aging metal world. But
when a serving girl frees a captive noblewoman, the
old order is about to change....
Ariane, Princess of the House of Rule, was known to
be fiercely cold-blooded. But severing an angel’s wings
on the battlefield - even after she had surrendered proved her completely without honor. Captive, the
angel Perceval waits for Ariane not only to finish her
off - but to devour her very memories and mind. Surely
her gruesome death will cause war between the houses
- exactly as Ariane desires. But Ariane’s plan may yet
be opposed, for Perceval at once recognizes the young
servant charged with her care.
Rien is the lost child: her sister. Soon they will escape,
hoping to stop the impending war and save both their houses. But it is a perilous
journey through the crumbling hulk of a dying ship, and they do not pass unnoticed.
Because at the hub of their turning world waits Jacob Dust, all that remains of God,
following the vapour wisp of the angel. And he knows they will meet very soon.

Dan Simmons - Hyperion (482 pages)
On the world called Hyperion, beyond the law of the
Hegemony of Man, there waits the creature called the
Shrike. There are those who worship it. There are those
who fear it. And there are those who have vowed to
destroy it. In the Valley of the Time Tombs, where
huge, brooding structures move backward through
time, the Shrike waits for them all. On the eve of
Armageddon, with the entire galaxy at war, seven
pilgrims set forth on a final voyage to Hyperion seeking
the answers to the unsolved riddles of their lives. Each
carries a desperate hope - and a terrible secret. And one
may hold the fate of humanity in his hands.

Tom Holt - The Portable Door (416 pages)
Starting a new job is always stressful, but when Paul
Carpenter arrives at the office of J.W. Wells he has
no idea what trouble lies in store. Because he is about
to discover that the apparently respectable
establishment now paying his salary is in fact a front
for a deeply sinister organization that has a mighty
peculiar agenda. It seems that half the time his bosses
are away with the fairies. But they're not, of course.
They're away with the goblins. Tom Holt, Master of
the Comic Fantasy Novel, cordially invites you to
join him in his world of madness by reading his next
hilarious masterpiece.
Comedy is tough to write - too often it simply isn’t
funny - but Tom Holt does a better job than most.

Julie E Czerneda - Survival (483 pages)
Herself a biologist, Julie E. Czerneda has earned a
reputation in science fiction circles for her ability to
create beautifully crafted, imaginative, yet believably
realized alien races. In Survival, the first novel in her
new series, Species Imperative, she draws upon this
talent to build races, characters, and a universe which
will draw readers into a magnificent tale of interstellar
intrigue, as an Earth scientist is caught up in a
terrifying interspecies conflict.
Senior co-administrator of the Norcoast Salmon
Research Facility, Dr. Mackenzie Connor, Mac to her
friends and colleagues, was a trained biologist, whose
work had definitely become her life. And working at
Norcoast Base, set in an ideal location just where the
Tannu River sped down the west side of the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific Coast was the perfect situation
for Mac. She and fellow scientist Dr. Emily Mamani were just settling in to monitor
this year's salmon runs when their research was interrupted by the unprecedented
arrival of Brymn, the first member of the alien race known as the Dhryn to ever set
foot on Earth.
Brymn was an archaeologist, and much of his research had focused on a region of
space known as the Chasm, a part of the universe that was literally dead, all of its
worlds empty of any life-forms, though traces existed of the civilizations that must
once have flourished in the region. Brymn had sought out Mac because she was a
biologist -- a discipline strictly forbidden among his own people -- and he felt that
through her expertise she might be able to help him discover what had created the
Chasm. But Mac had little interest in alien races and in studies that ranged beyond
Earth, and as politely as she was capable of, she tried to make it clear that she was
unwilling to abandon her own work.
However, the decision was soon taken out of her hands when a mysterious and
devastating attack on the Base resulted in the abduction of Emily, and forced Mac to
flee for her life with Brymn and the Earth special agents who were escorting him.
Suddenly, it appeared that Earth itself might be under attack by the legendary race the
Dhryn called the Ro, the beings they thought might be the destructive force behind the
Chasm. Cut off from everything and everyone she knew, Mac found herself in grave
danger and charged with the responsibility of learning everything she could that might
possibly aid Earth in protecting the human race from extinction.

Jeff VanderMeer - Veniss Underground (278 pages)
In his debut novel, literary alchemist Jeff VanderMeer
takes us on an unforgettable journey, a triumph of the
imagination that reveals the magical and mysterious
city of Veniss through three intertwined voices. First,
Nicholas, a would-be Living Artist, seeks to escape
his demons in the shadowy underground-but in doing
so makes a deal with the devil himself. In her fevered
search for him, his twin sister, Nicola, spins her own
unusual and hypnotic tale as she discovers the hidden
secrets of the city. And finally, haunted by Nicola’s
sudden, mysterious disappearance and gripped by
despair, Shadrach, Nicola’s lover, embarks on a
mythic journey to the nightmarish levels deep beneath
the surface of the city to bring his love back to light.
There he will find wonders beyond imagining…and
horrors greater than the heart can bear.

Robert Jackson Bennett - City of Stairs (452 pages)
The city of Bulikov once wielded the powers of the
gods to conquer the world, enslaving and brutalizing
millions - until its divine protectors were killed. Now,
Bulikov’s history has been censored and erased, its
citizens subjugated. But the surreal landscape of the
city itself, forever altered by the thousands of
miracles its guardians once worked upon it, stands as
a haunting reminder of its former supremacy.
Into this broken city steps Shara Thivani. Officially,
the unassuming young woman is just another junior
diplomat sent by Bulikov’s oppressors. Unofficially,
she is one of her country’s most accomplished spies,
dispatched - along with her terrifying “secretary”,
Sigrud - to solve a murder.
But as Shara pursues the killer, she starts to suspect
that the beings who ruled this terrible place may not be as dead as they seem, and that
Bulikov’s cruel reign may not yet be over.

Indra Das - The Devourers (306 pages)
On a cool evening in Kolkata, India, beneath a full
moon, as the whirling rhythms of traveling
musicians fill the night, college professor Alok
encounters a mysterious stranger with a bizarre
confession and an extraordinary story. Tantalized by
the man’s unfinished tale, Alok will do anything to
hear its completion. So Alok agrees, at the stranger’s
behest, to transcribe a collection of battered
notebooks, weathered parchments, and once-living
skins.
From these documents spills the chronicle of a race
of people at once more than human yet kin to beasts,
ruled by instincts and desires blood-deep and agesold. The tale features a rough wanderer in
seventeenth-century Mughal India who finds himself
irrevocably drawn to a defiant woman - and destined
to be torn asunder by two clashing worlds. With every passing chapter of beauty and
brutality, Alok’s interest in the stranger grows and evolves into something darker and
more urgent.

Peter S Beagle - The Last Unicorn (294 pages)
The unicorn had lived since before memory in a
forest where death could touch nothing. Maidens
who caught a glimpse of her glory were blessed by
enchantment they would never forget. But outside
her wondrous realm, dark whispers and rumours
carried a message she could not ignore: "Unicorns
are gone from the world."
The plot is a classic quest structure-an impossible
goal, a motley company, heroes, villains, monsters,
magic, desperate chances, bittersweet success. The
last unicorn in the world sets out from her enchanted
wood to discover the fate of her kin. In the process
she becomes, briefly and agonizingly, human. What
makes The Last Unicorn unique is the way Mr.
Beagle transcends the ordinary fantasy quest trope
with his incomparable storytelling skill. The book is
a triumph… The writing is as precise and beautiful as mosaic tiles, as coloured glass
backed by gold, sharp and glittering. Part of the wonder is the effortless way Mr.
Beagle combines fairy-tale imagery with matter-of-fact modernity. He slides easily
from a heroic fantasy to laugh-out-loud funny: a sorcerer confronts an enemy with
‘demons, metamorphoses, paralysing ailments and secret judo holds’; a prince rides
home singing in harmony with the severed ogre’s head lashed to his saddle.

Tanith Lee - Night's Master (208 pages)
Night’s Master is the first book of the stunning
arabesque high fantasy series Tales from the Flat Earth,
which, in the manner of The One Thousand and One
Nights, portrays an ancient world in mythic grandeur
via connected tales.
Long time ago when the Earth was Flat, beautiful
indifferent Gods lived in the airy Upperearth realm
above, curious passionate demons lived in the exotic
Underearth realm below, and mortals were relegated to
exist in the middle. Azhrarn, Lord of the Demons and
the Darkness, was the one who ruled the Night, and
many mortal lives were changed because of his cruel
whimsy. And yet, Azhrarn held inside his demon heart
a profound mystery which would change the very
fabric of the Flat Earth forever...
Come within this ancient world of brilliant darkness and beauty, of glittering palaces
and wondrous elegant beings, of cruel passions and undying love. Discover the exotic
wonder that is the Flat Earth.

Catherynne M. Valente - Palimpsest (367 pages)
Between life and death, dreaming and waking, at the
train stop beyond the end of the world is the city of
Palimpsest. To get there is a miracle, a mystery, a gift,
and a curse - a voyage permitted only to those who’ve
always believed there’s another world than the one that
meets the eye. Those fated to make the passage are
marked forever by a map of that wondrous city
tattooed on their flesh after a single orgasmic night. To
this kingdom of ghost trains, lion-priests, living kanji,
and cream-filled canals come four travelers: Oleg, a
New York locksmith; the beekeeper November;
Ludovico, a binder of rare books; and a young
Japanese woman named Sei. They’ve each lost
something important - a wife, a lover, a sister, a
direction in life - and what they will find in Palimpsest
is more than they could ever imagine.

